
Trim Healthy Podcast with Serene and Pearl
Episode #99  - ChristMiscellaneous: Our Last Podcast Before

the Big Day (Original Air Date: 12/19/18)

Counting calories is out.  All the food groups are in.  Becoming trim and healthy
doesn’t have to be difficult or painstaking anymore. After trying almost every fad
diet out there… sisters Serene Allison and Pearl Barrett, authors of the best-
selling Trim Healthy Mama book series, took matters into their own hands and
the Food Freedom Movement was born.  This podcast offers a deeper dive into the
world of THM.  Listen in as the girls (and their sidekick Danny) tackle a variety
of food, fitness, and lifestyle topics with the same quirky attitude and style that
has endeared them to an ever-growing audience of women who are changing their
lives and the lives of their families.  Welcome to the PODdy!

S = Serene C P = Pearl C D = Danny C J = John C L = Leslie

[00:00:00]

D It's the Trim Healthy Podcast with Serene, Pearl and Danny and we're back
and we're so pumped about Christmas coming up. 

P We're in the middle of an argument and hold on, we're not finished with that.
 
D Hey excuse me.

S We are going to call this PODdy Christ Miscellaneous.

D Christmas Miscellaneous

S Because it's a miscellaneous funzy joyzy

P John came up with the title and he swears it was Christmas-ellaneous.
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D And it is? 

[00:00:38]

S That is junk, Jack.

D It was Christmas-ellanous.

S ChristMiscellaneous sounds better.

P ChristMiscellaneous is more of a ring.

S No but Chris...

D But melanious isn't over like millennia.

S And it sounds Chris has malaria.

D Miscellaneous is the word.

S ChristMiscellaneous

D Yes, that's the word.

P That's cool. 

D He combined the two words.

P I don't get that. 

D In fact, there's no other way to combine those two words. 

[00:00:00]

S Basically what we're saying. 

S What are we fighting...I want to fight. No, no. I'm on your side. They're boring.
 
P What we're saying is this with this whole ChristMiscellaneous thing, we have

nothing specific to talk about.

S Yes we do. 
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D We have major things to talk about.

S This Christmas, it's like birth. You talk to a mother about to give birth. 

D Tell me.

S About anything else than giving birth, you are a sinner, you are abusing the
time of speech coming out of your mouth. You could only talk to her about birth.

P That's true. Especially I'd give it the last three weeks before you have a baby.
If you just have really any other conversation other than your baby coming,
birth, everything.

[00:01:39]

S Yes, are you dilating?

P How heavy it feels down there. You've got the lightning pains. My breasts have
come. Yes, I'm squeezing some of it out already, all that. If you're not talking
about that, it's a waste of good... I mean, it's disgusting. 

D And do you even know me.

S Yes and so they turn this podcast on today not to hear a bunch of like numbers
on macronutrients. Please, people. You want to hear just the Christmas spirit,
just like bubbling forth. And have I got it? Yes I have!

D Serene Christmas Campbell

S Two Christmas trees in my house, thank you. 

D Seriously…

S The children’s...

D Are they real trees too?

S Yes

D I thought I was going to catch you in a second fake one.

S One was a 35 bucks from tractor supply and I decorated it birds and bells, all
white lights and white birds and silver. 
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[00:02:26]

P Oh you did my actual fantasy. 

S Yes

P You stole my fantasy.

S But I didn't see your fantasy in your house. I saw a bunch of colored balls.

P No, but I told you about my fantasy and that it's my own tree and it only has
white and gold. 

S But you didn't say birds and bells? No, I don't have gold. It's just white and
silver. It's incredible, and then upstairs.

D Feels inspired from your idea though Pearl.

S We cut one down, my boys went into our woods, cut one down, dragged it back
on the four-wheeler and it has been child defiled.

P Child defiled.

D Child defiled. 

[00:02:54]

S So it's got basically every unmatching Lego sets in there in the deck. 

D Yes, did you let them... So do you do that then on purpose? You have a proper
beautiful mother tree?

P But Serene, you got to tell me when you look at... Which tree makes your heart
smiles more?

S Their one, totally their one

D Theirs does. 

S Yes, but I had to do the Martha Stewart just because you just have to kind of
saw it.
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D Yes, well, because you have to have a safe space, because when you look at their
tree, it's like, who has littered in my home?

 
S Well this is what it is, Christmas is joy and peace. My tree is peace, theirs is joy.

I get a lot of peace when I look at my tree, I don't get any peace from their tree.
I get a lot of joy.

D Yes, we're going to... We're actually in the process of putting a bunch of stuffed
teddy bears all around our tree to make a... It's our girl’s idea and we're like go
for it.

 
S I love that. 

P John just wrote a very long... Well Serene...

S I don't want to read his notes though, because he's really against Christmas.

P When they listen to this, Christmas will be next Tuesday. 

S Okay, so this is the week before Chrissy?

J Yes, we should probably have to edit that out. I just want you to...

S No, don't edit that out.

J I wanted you to know in reference.

S But that was very good and very safe, we never know what we're going to read
from producer John.

[00:04:10]

P This podcast is as it's going, today is Wednesday and then Christmas is next
Tuesday. Is what you're saying, John? 

S That was a good and safe sign. 

D Whenever John says, oh, you guys can edit that out, immediately, the song pops
into my head. If you don't know me by now.

S If you don't know me.

D You will never... 
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P Can we start on a better key? You were in the wrong key. 

P & S If you don't know me by now, you'll never, never, never, never know me.
 {singing}

D I stopped, because I wanted real singers to take over. How are you all so good?
 
P We are not real singers now.

D No you're still good.

P All the things...

S I don’t know all the verses.

P Is to do...

[00:04:50]

D Where do you get your voices from? Your parents don't sing.

P Don't know. 

S Oh man, that's a good song, Danny. 

D That's a good one, yes. 

S Danny can sing. Hey Pearl, keep going. 

P Oh, Leslie is longing for us to sing Christmas carols.

L Sing silent night.

S Leslie wants to sing Silent Night. 

P Yes, you do Leslie.

D Leslie get on this mic.

P Leslie with your little British song bird voice

D Oh, goodness
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P And you do your best, best Silent Night.

[00:05:21]

L And will you sing with me? Please.

S At first we won't Leslie, because this stage is yours. You're doing your British
solo to bring us all some British cheer. Okay, she's pulling her British britches
up.

J Her British britches.

S But you have to get ready to sing. Do you notice that? 

P Yes.

S If I just lean back in the couch, I can't sing properly. I have to like pull socks up,
go and straighten the hair. 

J Put the tongue in the lips.

P Apart from Serene, I've never met a person who loves Christmas as much as
Leslie. 

L Correct I like the... I think the song Silent Night is the best song in the whole
universe, planet, world in any genre. 

D Ever written 

L Ever, ever 

[00:05:59]

S And do you know why? 

L Yes. 

S That's so interesting because you Leslie and you sit in here week after week and
we're pretty much holly rollie Christians. 

L Holly rollies
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S And she's never known people like us; actually you've never been around a lot
of religion. 

L No, I love it.

P Can you tell the story?

L Yes, I'll tell the story. Then I'll sing Silent Night.
 
S Yes, we got to tell the story too. But Silent Night is a very Christian song,

Leslie. But why do you like it? Because you...

L The melody, I think it's the most beautiful song. 

[00:06:25]

P It's a beautiful song. 

L It's beautiful. I will listen to it in January, February, March, April, May, June,
July, August, September, October, November, and December. 

S It is a beautiful melody and to just do the holy rollie side of it. I was thinking
about it the other night just to do the holy rollie side of it. 

L Got it.

S Oh my goodness, like birthday's are special for everybody, just remembering the
day. I just remembered Solly's birthday. It's going to be coming up here soon,
just the apprehension of her birth and just the joy around it. The angels, the
Father God himself sitting up there. It's just, it's the apprehension of the
remembrance when God came to Earth, Emmanuel, God with us, the hugest
apex of all of creation, of all of the whole story of why we all exist in history and
future and everything. All in this one time, the birth of Christ, the
apprehension, the silent holy night.

P Even though we celebrate it on the actual road map. It doesn't matter.

S It doesn't matter; I always celebrate my children... 

P They say that December 25th is probably more about the conception of
Emmanuel, when Christ was conceived, and so it was more of a full birth they
say. But it doesn't matter. 
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[00:07:37]

S This is when the world celebrates it. It's unbelievable. 

L Can I ask my Rookie question?

S Yes. Leslie

L What is...

S Is it the Psalm question? 

L It's the Psalm related question. It's my amateur hour.

S Can we tell a funny story Leslie please? 

P We have too.

S Before she's asking question.

P Can we tell about how we got this makeup coming out, just really quickly? 

J Of course

S Yes, so we've got this makeup coming out and we've called it made, M A D E.
Sounds really cool, right? Fearfully and wonderfully made is where we got the
inspiration for the name...

L This is an exclusive announcement of this also, just FYI. 

P We talked about makeup before. 

S But this makeup is all natural. You can basically eat it. You wouldn't want to,
but you wouldn't die. It's amazing. It's incredible. We have worked on this with
Leslie tirelessly. And of course, with Joy.

S Joy and Sarah,  they are both amazing. Oh, my goodness. But I was just
including her. She's in the room and she's done a lot of organization. But my
point is, as we saw this huge sign on this bookstore, Christian bookstore we saw
it said fearfully and wonderfully made. It looked like the same type that we had
chosen for our...

P It looked like our logo. 
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S Yes, it did. We had a freak-out attack. Oh, my goodness. Somebody, they heard
it like who's the... Alexis heard it on our phone and it's like call up the Christian
bookstores and now they know and gave out secret in that advertising on their
walls.

 
P It was painted all over it said M A D E outside this Lifeway store, right? And it

had our font so we can like, Leslie go check it out. What are they selling? So tell
the story Leslie, of you heathenism.

[00:09:10]

L I don't think... Okay, I will, but please forgive me. Like I'm just new at this and
I love everyone. 

P We love you too. 

S Hey, we all love you. This is why it's so funny, but we'd love you for it. 

L Me, Serene, Pearl, Solly and Gedi or Cherish was with us?

S Cherish.

L Cherish, I think. We were doing a local TV thing in the AM and on the way
home, we were driving and we drove past this particular Lifeway and we saw
it and we were like, so the girls explained their freak out to me. And I say, well,
I'm just going to go in. I'll just go in and ask no need for freak-outs. So I went in
and I found a very nice lady that was stocking shelves and I asked if I could
speak to the manager.

S Now this is the main Christian store in the Deep South. 

L I've never been inside. 

[00:09:55]

S Everybody goes to church, everybody. You were in the Deep South, here
everyone goes to church here except Leslie, but that's okay. 

P No, but that makes it funny.

S It's funnier here. 
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L So the lady said, oh, well the manager is not here right now, but I'm one of the
supervisor and I said, is that? And I was being a little coy. I was beating around
the bush and I said, I saw your beautiful mural on the side of the wall and I
really... Now I'm going to look bad 

S Christians do this sort of things too Leslie.

L I said, it was for the love of Trim Healthy Mama.

S I love it Leslie.

L I was being a little deceitful and asking about the mural artist that wrote
“fearfully wonderfully made” on the side of that wall. I said it's so beautiful.

P It was.

L She said, oh my gosh it is. We hired a designer, blah, blah, blah. And I said,
okay, so is it for a launch of a new product? This is where I'm getting to the
nitty-gritty. She says, oh, no ma'am. We just love that scripture.

S That scripture

[00:10:56]

L And I said, so it was just from the Psalm. Just a Psalm thing, she said.

P Because Leslie had read that the bottom of it and it said, Psalm, whatever, but
in Leslie’s mind it was Psalm.

L I could not have chosen a better time to embarrass  myself... To use it, that word
for the first time in my life.

S And she looked at you, what did she say to you. She had never said Psalm
before. So, she said, it's from Psalm.

L Just from the Psalm.

S And then the lady probably wanted to like lead you around...

L No, she just smiled now.

S To the special Bible section
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P It's so funny.

L She just had a smile. Her eyes were smiling hard wide.

[00:11:33]

S It was the best joke of the year for us. We laughed.

L So then I got in the car and told Serene and Pearl I was so embarrassed, and we
laughed all the way home.

P And since then, it's a running joke like you know you're a heathen when and
throw jokes about Leslie.

L I would say my second heathen question was why do we have, what has the tree
got to do with Christmas and Christ's birth?

S Can I answer first Pearl?

P Yes, you can.

S Okay, probably nothing right.

S It's probably all evil and pagan from the druids or whatever. But I don't care.

P Because some Christians don't do the tree

S Through the pure, all things are pure. The tree with all the glistening lights, it
represents to me that He is the light of the world. It represents the we have a
real tree, the rugged wooden trunk. He was born to die on a tree. I'm very, very
moved by the lights on the tree. My Mom, she'd be a lot more of a conservative
kind of person, strict person if it wasn't for my dad. She has gotten into stages
before, she's like, well, maybe we shouldn't have a tree. 

[00:12:34]

S My dad's like, Nancy, you're not going to go like that. We're going to have a tree.
Anyway, but she in her wandering about it was driving at Christmas time up
to Canada to visit her sister. She saw the sun shining on the snow, on the trees.
It was the most incredible light show, glistening diamonds all over the tree. She
goes, lighted trees have nothing on how God lights trees at this time of year. So
she's like, oh my goodness, let's keep the tree and all of that. And then the star,
to me, is the star of Bethlehem. And I look at the tree and it means something
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to me.

P Right, but well, all Leslie asking is, is it significant to Christians specifically for
the night? It's not really. I think it's just some sort of traditional thing that
everyone does, but I think it means whatever you want it, whatever it means to
you, like Serene get’s a lot of meaning from it. I just think that's a beautiful tree.
I don't think of Christ's birth when I look at the tree.

S I see Jesus in everything. I see Jesus in Solly, I see Jesus in my vegemite
sandwich. Thank you Lord, this is yummy.

[00:13:33]

P Yes, I know exactly. Dan.

D Well, I agree. It is what value you bestow in a thing and when you see it, what
it means. I mean, take communion. It's literally Welch's or some other grape
juice.

P Yes, that's true.

D That's it, that's all that's in that cup.

S Oh you didn't grow up in New Zealand with port wine Danny, did you?

D You had one proper wine.

P No, we had... And that's why you didn't get sick in New Zealand.

S One cup was port. One cup, but you never got sick.

P We grew up in our church...

D You shared the cup?

P One glass, you share the glass of this port wine.

D How many people?

P That's where we developed our taste for wine in the church.

D It couldn't have been a big church if one glass took care of everybody.
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[00:14:09]

P No, you had, several glasses maybe.

S A glass per several rows

D But it was a shared experience.

S And you really tried to take the biggest gulp.

D Yes, because this was your one time a year you get to drink your wine.

S Yes, especially if you were 10 and under, you try to take the biggest gulp.

P You tried to take a huge gulp and you developed a taste for the port.

D For the old port, well then, in the Catholic Church today, I think they still do
actual wine, but it's not a shared cup.

P No, it’s shared in New Zealand. I don't know if they do that, but that's the way
we grew up. And then you'd rip the biggest piece of bread because you were a
pastor's kid and you're a brat.

[00:14:37]

S I know. This is what pastors kids did at the end of church, you ran up to the
sacred sacraments and you went in to try to eat your bread.

P And ate your lunch, before lunch.

S You just ate the yummy, crispy, crusty bread.

D Well, I think I have a different...

P People are hating us right now.

D Well, I have a different perspective from you two...

S It was blessed.

D Because I was kind of raised without, I mean, we certainly had Christmas
traditions, but because of the brokenness of our family and everything, I didn't
identify or latch onto emotionally with anything really symbolism or holidays.
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S It was just a day to get presents, was it?

D It was a present opening time. We went to Grandma's and open presents. So, I
wasn't taught anything about symbolism or meaning at all.

L The star

[00:15:26]

S The star, what is the star...?

P What is the star? Psalm Leslie wants to know what the star is. It's the star of
Bethlehem. The star led the wise men to Jesus. Now, a lot of people say, Jesus
at that time was not the baby in the manger that night, but then the shepherds.
Didn't they see the star? No, they didn't see the star. The angels told the
shepherds. The star lead the wise men and they had seen it in the stars for a
long time they had been looking.

 
S The whole story, that's the beauty. Astrology is Bible based. It's science. The

whole story was written in the sky.

P Yes, the star was a big part of it, and He is the Morning Dtar. Christ is the
Morning Star. But anyway, Danny, what do you think because Lesley still has
to sing her silent night song.

D Yes, we're going to do it.

P But we might save it for the ending. It might be grand finale.

D That's good.

P It's going to grand finale, this ChristMiscellaneous show
.
S Yes, totally

[00:16:16]

P Anyway, keep going Dan.

D Oh, well that was the main thing is I wonder how many of our listeners as well
would say. I get like, we do a tree too, but I don't think about anything special
when I look at it.
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S I was bawling my eyes out last night looking at my tree.

D Just looking at it, yeah.

S Just looking at the glistening light. I looked at the different facets of the light,
they were like diamond shining across my room because my silver and peaceful
lighted out tree. White lights only, and I'm like, God, it's like your Word is the
light. You are the light of the world, but it was your Word that became flesh. So,
when I read the Bible, it has got all these diamond facets. I can never, ever, ever
gain all of the knowledge because there's always a different facet to shine out.
It's just unbelievable. It's the light that can never stop shining and never stop
a different... Like you read a verse and you receive light from it, and then you
read the same one a year later and it's a whole different facet of light and it's
just unbelievable. It's so unbelievable. 

[00:17:22]

S That's the beauty for me at Christmas time is thinking about how the Word of
God became flesh. Then Jesus was here and then he said, it's expedient for me
to go because I'll go to the Father and I'm going to bring my spirit of truth to
you, which was the spirit of the Word inside of us and greater things will you do
in my name when I go.  And I'm thinking we had that Word. When he was here
in flesh, he healed. He did all these things, but we have that same Word now
inside of us. Are we going to conceive it inside of us like Mary? Is that spirit
going to be like a womb, and we're going to nurture it and let it grow and bear
the fruit? To me, there's so much symbolism right now. That's what makes me
weep as the symbol... It's just how deep is this masterful story?

ADVERTISEMENT

P Hey, you're listening to the PODdy with Serene and Pearl. I'm Pearl and
who are you?

S I'm Serene.

S  It's getting cold outside here. That means everyone will be spending
more time indoors. Did you know Pearl that indoor air is not as pure as
outdoor air? People go and they smugged this and that, but indoor air
is actually way more unhealthy. 

[00:18:43]
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S We want to talk about Molekule, and tell you about a special discount
we have only for our Trim Healthy Mama listeners. Molekule is such an
amazing company that puts out an air purifier that actually destroys
pollutants.

P Most air purifiers, they only catch harmful pollutants like bacteria,
viruses, mold, allergens, and airborne chemicals. But Molekule, it
literally destroys them. It doesn't catch them. Now, get it, it destroys
them. Molekule's technology has been personally effective and
verified by science, but most importantly, it has been tested by real
people.

S Doctor Yogi Goswami, he spent 20 years developing this thing.

P I'm think it might be Yogi.

S Yogi, he developed this incredible technology behind Molekule and
now makes it available.This revolutionary technology available to
consumers like us to make us sleep better, to make asthma sufferers
actually get relief. This stuff is huge. Do you know that most people
spend most of the hours indoors? Indoor air is not as pure as outside.

P No, it's not. Molekule has already helped allergy sufferers, asthma
sufferers, and it helps them better cope with their conditions and it
significantly reduces their symptoms.

S One lady said that it was the first time she was able to breathe
properly in 15 years.

[00:20:08]

P That's huge.

S I know. Pearl give us the info. 

P For our Trim Healthy Mama listeners Molekule is offering a $75 off your
first order. Visit molekule.com and that's M O L E K U L E molekule.com
and then checkout, enter the Promo code Trim Healthy. That's
molekule.com and that's Molekule with a k. Don't forget to enter the
Promo code TrimHealthy at the checkout.

S This is the PODdy with Serene and Pearl. Get it right. It's P-O-D-D-Y.
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D My wife, we both came from similar upbringings and so neither one of us by
nature kind of lead out in establishing family traditions because we didn't really
have any. And the ones we did have were laced with so much Cray Cray that it
wasn't like meaningful. You know so.

P Has this made you that  what if you could Dad now? 

D Well, that's what I was getting to, is, my wife's actually really kind of challenged
me to say like, hey, our kids are, are looking at you, and following you, even a
little more than her sometimes, like she can say stuff, but if I'm sitting over in
the corner shaking my head...

[00:21:20]

P Oh yes

D No, I don't think so. It's over.

P Right

D The kids are just, no, Dad's not in, we're not in, it's not real Mom’s wrong. So I'm
always very careful to back her up even publicly. And even if I don't behind the
scenes, then we have our argument. But she really would like me to lead out in
the holiday tradition department more and kind of have something that we do.
And there's a reason we do it. And there are true traditions. So traditions are,
it's something very new.

S And there's truth to these traditions. They can be. There's a lot of junk to
traditions, but to Christmas, I feel like there's so much truth.

D Well and I value when I stop, like I'm always in work mode. So when I stopped
for a minute and think about it, I'm like, well of course I should be making
memories and things throughout the year that my kids would share with their
kids as well. But it's, it's interesting how disconnected I am by nature. It's really
a discipline for me to do Christmas. It is my point.

S And there's a lot of work to Christmas and there's a lot of setting up and there's
a lot of preparation. But guess what, to me that's the beauty and there's a lot of
work to a wedding. There's a lot of work to any celebration. Children love that.
They only place it, and once they set up their board, they want to start setting
up something else. And so I just think, there's six days and man I am just six
days to go to Christmas. 
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D Is that when you'd get lit?

S No, I'm just saying this is coming out six days to go. This is airing then.

D Oh, I see, you are lit. 

S It's going to be, I'm like totally wearing the sweaters with the lights.

D And do you in addition to your sweaters and light, in fact, did you know you
could get a lighted sweater? 

P You can.

D It has a little battery and it's completely violating your microphone and you've
just like yanked her off of it.

S Hello baby

[00:23:17]

D So do you have lots of goodies and everything?

S Totally

D Like everything that can be done.

S Everything that can, we've got the waissal, we've got the hot cider and we've got
the treats. Christmas Eve is as good as Christmas to us. That's when we start
not with presents at night, but it's like we get all the fine cheese that we we'd
never buy during the year. 

D Like Christmas is here on Christmas Eve.

S And the crackers and the pomegranates and we have wine for my husband and
I, and my children have the sparkling 100% apple juice, all the tradition foods
that we only have that. And we just sit around and talk about Christmas
memories and the birth of Christ and just what Jesus means to us. 

D Do you have a favorite Christmas treat? 

S Yes

D Let's hear it.
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S It's my treat, that's my favorite, all year on. 

[00:24:05]

P Treece's.

S Treece’s.

D Treece's sounds like chocolate and peanut butter, so you're a woman, confirmed,
confirmed you were born a female.

P But you don't think about history in civilization, you know John, listen, lend us
your ear, John, you Christmas Grinch you because John doesn't like Christmas
because it's become such a commercialized thing.

P But all I'm saying is all through... 

D You're a mean one...Mr. Grinch

P The eons of civilization people have celebrated and feasted. 

S Yes they have.

P And they've celebrated pagan things and all sort... They've celebrated whatever,
no matter their race, religion or whatever. But this is the most amazing thing
we can celebrate.

S It is the most amazing thing we can celebrate.

P And so I say, let's go big, right people. 

S Yes, let's go big. 

P Let’s go big on this. 

S Yes, we like to celebrate. Like Pearl said, no matter what, whatever religion.

P It's good for the human soul, celebration you're saying, and I agree, celebration
is part; it's the right of humanity.

S It’s the right of humanity. 

S You're right. And this here, like I said, it's the apex of all of humanity. 
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P Yes, and so we need to feast, we need to, and it doesn't mean we're Trim Healthy
Mama here. And we're not having this PODdy, a whole what you shall eat on
Christmas on plan, you need to feast on Tuesday. Now feasting, let's talk about
feasting because it's very Biblical too.

S It is.

P But feasting doesn't... It means having more than you usually would and special
foods. But it doesn't actually mean making yourself sick.It doesn't mean abuse.

 
P No, it doesn't mean abuse. And I think that that's part of the problem. You stuff

your face with sugar till you want to vomit and you have the white rolls and the
macaroni and cheese and then the two pieces of pecan pie and then the sweet
drink and then you go back tomorrow and you are hurt. But feasting doesn't
have to be that. Feasting can... Maybe you want to just stick to plan like Serene
does, but she's going to do wonderful, wonderful crossovers. 

S No back in the Bible times

P Are you going to feel deprived?

S No back in the Bible time it was feasting but they didn't have all the weird
options that we have now. So I'm going to feast Bible style. So there's all the
way, but it's going to be delicious. And who, I have just called up a bakery
because our oven is out. And even though our oven was in, I had a beautiful
sourdough recipe but it didn't have the crust like a brick fire oven.

[00:00:00]

P How are you going to bake all of your things...?

S Don't worry. I'll drive over to your house.

D I thought Sam build you a fire brick oven.

S Yes, but it's not finished. We've got lots of projects too.

D This is 20 years ago.

S I've called up this person and I've even mentioned your name that you might
want to be in and I'm ordering the best crustiest three days fermented
sourdough artisan loaves only made out of rye and another ancient grain. 
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P I'm in.

S I told them to do it mainly rye because it'll be cheaper. 

P And rye is so good for us.

S Yes, exactly

P But all I was saying, you're going to stick to your crossovers and things. Some
people may even want to stick to S and E on the Trim Healthy Mama plan. They
want more power too because that makes you feel good. I will do crossovers but
I will also allow myself, everyone knows this to go off plan but I’ll be smart
about it.

S Because the cheesecake that comes once a year that our sister in law makes.

P Our sister in law makes or I will choose another dessert but here's the thing, if
you start off with all the bread first and then do the mac and cheese and the
mashed potatoes and all those starchy sides and then have the dessert, you're
going to hurt yourself. So don't do that. Choose one. 

S And you are also going to switch on that weird sugar brain that may last into
the New Year and beyond. 

P You don't want to switch on the weird sugar brain.

D I actually found that for me the secret of Christmas feasting or any holiday
feasting is a respectable non painful portions. Like not overeating because what
that does is like if I overeat like, oh we're here. It's Thanksgiving, I go nuts, it's
over and like the course of the meal last maybe 30 minutes, it's over and I'm in
pain. But if I have like a sensible portion and then like a couple hours later, like
boom. Then there's the snack, the Treece or whatever that is, you get to feast,
you can feast all day, all season that way. 

[00:28:16]

S It’s like the Chinese. When we went to China, the meals lasted for five hours but
it's a little bit at a time, slowly, enjoying... 

P And slowing down. I think that's what we should all tell ourselves on Christmas,
slow down. Look around; look at the ones you love. Take a breath. Put their fork
down. Don't shovel, don't shovel. Stop shoveling right now. 
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S Put it down, think about that. About the first piece, think about the joy in it.

P And just keep putting that fork down and taking some time to talk and relax.
I think what happens is we shovel and do what you said. I've done it before
Danny, so fast to get the feasting done. But you're hurt and you don't enjoy it.

D You know what's psychotic though, I believe we actually equate the suffering
after with satisfaction.

S Yes, I mean with absolute feeling awful, like in my brain...

P But I think he's right, some people do, oh, I hurt. That was good, I hurt.

D Oh Man, so I eat so much. I think the pain and the suffering actually equals
completion, satisfaction.

 
[00:29:15]

S Like you are not full to your fill.

D Yes you are not full until you're hurting.

P Can you remember last year though, I'm going to do better than last year
though, although so my cinnamon buns, were a whole crash... 

D I remember this.

P They threw me off.

S But that’s my main point Pearl and I think if you're a person that the one slice,
you know yourself. 

P But that’s not usually me. But I've got to tell, explain it for anyone who wasn’t
listening last year.

P See, I had my whole family because now we have two married over for
Christmas morning breakfast. That's our thing. And then we all go to our Mum's
later where it's all crazy and a hundred people. 

[00:29:49]
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P But Christmas morning, it's just my immediate family; of course, we'll have the
grandbaby Warren this year. Kahoru, she's going to have a baby in February,
so it's so special. So whatever they want, I like put out, it's my love language to
my family. I'm going to make you everything guys. And so then we do eggs and
bacon and hash browns and just make it really great. And then they wanted
cinnamon buns but didn't want Trim Healthy ones. They wanted the junk ones.
So we had these huge oozing and they were big, and I thought that morning; I'm
not going to deny myself because it's Christmas morning.

S Your house had just burnt down too, this was celebration. 

P I'm going to start out with just a little bit of cinnamon bun, cut myself off of a
tiny little piece. And then I had consumed instead of eating my normal protein,
like I usually do. I started out with that; I had consumed the whole thing that
threw me for a loop last Christmas.

D Because once you take a bite

P I couldn't get my sanity back.

D An icing cinnamon bun that has real sugar in it, once you take a bite, all your
heroin level receptors starts firing. 

P Yes, heroin. It was that.

[00:31:04]

D And you're out of your mind. You're just out of your mind. You're like what.

P And I'm not even used to things that sweet. 

D It's what I'm saying.

S There was nothing in their anchoring you. Like if you'd had the eggs and bacon
first and then have little slices, you might've been more sane.

D Yes, you may have not wanted to pick up.

P And so I sort of slowly got back to myself much later in the day, but then that
morning all I wanted to do was go back and eat more cinnamon bun.

D Of course
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P And my stomach was hurting 

S All you wanted to do was think about cinnamon buns. 

D Your brain wanted a serotonin hit, of course. Do you have a...

P I'm not doing that this year, I will do it for my fam, but I'm not going to... I will
eat my full breakfast first. 

[00:31:40]

P I’m not saying I can't do that but you got to realize what your trigger foods are
and that is mine.

S And I want to tell you pumpkin pie is kind of a trigger food for me too, but I do
the healthy one but I don't know how to stop at a portion and I do get to the
uncomfortable bloated feeling, even of the Trim Healthy ones. So at
Thanksgiving what really helped me was I made a Pumpkin Pie Hot Nog, like
a pumpkin pie hot sip. And I had it in a thermos. 

P But you had your piece?

S I had my piece, when everyone else was going for second or third, I just pored
my hot creamy. It was Fuel Pull but tasted like full creamy...

D But you could keep the taste in your mouth.

S I just kept sipping on this hot nog and it was thickened with a little, like the
mouth feel.

P That recipe is on our membership site recipe by the way and she has done a
video for it.

S And all I did was just sip from this hot mug and I felt so in control, but so
blessed. 

D You were like drinking your liquid pumpkin kind of feeling. 

[00:32:29]

S Because it was fuel pool, even though I was sipping on all day, I wasn't like
abusing.
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D Pearl do you have a favorite Christmas treat? 

S Oh, don't say cinnamon bun. 

P That was wrong. That's not Christmassy cinnamon bun. I'm not doing that this
year. I love my Mum's and I'm going to ask Leslie  too about their British
Christmases, but I love my Mum's plum pudding. 

D British Christmas. 

P Custard, plum pudding in yellow custard, our custard in New Zealand was
yellow and thick and hot. And you poured it over your plum pudding. And my
Mom makes it every year and I always have a little bit. 

S Now Leslie has to come now as she is getting all excited. I like it.

P Now Leslie, come and tell us about your British. 

L Sorry Danny

[00:33:09]

P Do you make one? How long have you been in the US Leslie?

L 12 years

P Do you make a plum pudding? 

L I don't, but now I feel. No, I mean literally all these memories just came flooding
back like I haven't really thought about it. Do you guys set it on fire? Is it
covered in Brandy? 

P Mom, some years she does the Brandy.

L And is there a coin inside?

P Yes.

L I don't remember, it is all just flooding back to me

P And she wraps it in muslin and steams it

S Not the coin, the whole thing
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P She wraps the whole and it's so full of a fruit, like dried fruit.

S This year she made it with half Baking Blend. 

P She did, she used Baking Blend and it was even better. 

[00:33:47]

S That's amazing.

L What about mince pies? 

P Mince pies, yes. 

L Have you had a crack at those?

P No, I haven't made.

L Have you made a Trim's Healthy mince pie?

P What do you do Leslie though? You're British helps. What do you do? The whole
American thing or do you get some of your British roots and.

L No, I get it. But the Whole Market, they're pretty rocking.

P And you buy a lot of this stuff?

L I do. I'm not a baker. We've had this discussion. Are you a baker? No I'm not. I
am a whiz in the kitchen.

S She is.

[00:34:17]

L And I can make good savories.

S And poached eggs

P But do you do the turkey, everything. What do you like to do with British Ham?
 
L It doesn't matter what the meat is honestly. It could be a beef Wellington, it

could be a grilled chicken.
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S That's really British.

L It doesn't matter, the meat, to me it's like the stuffing, the sprouts, the
cranberry sauce, the three different kinds of potatoes, the Yorkshire Puddings,
baked and wrapped little sausages. 

S Saveloys, I was thinking about that word saveloys, the other day.

L Is that what they're called?

S Americans don't call it saveloys.

L They do pigs wrapped in blankets but I don't want the blanket, I want the
bacon. I want the pork wrapped pork. 

P Her and her Psalms and Psalms in pork. 

S Should we have Leslie do her little rendition yet? 

[00:35:13]

D Please

S But it depends if it... 

L Flows.

S If it flows.

L But I'm terrible.

S I think terrible is good too. 

P We wanted little bit of terrible. 

S There's a good kind of terrible.

S It's not like we're thinking you're a professional, we just want your British
purity and love for Christmas to come through.

L Okay, let's sing...
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[00:35:40]

D British Christmas.

L Happy ChristMiscellaneous everybody.

P Not singing like Simon. 

L My cheeks are on fire. I'm so nervous. 

D It's ChristMiscellaneous. It's not Melania like Trump. It's ChristMiscellaneous.
 
P Shocked Danny.

S Should we hashtag it? 

L Okay, ready. I don't know whether I should kneel down or standup. 

P No just let her sing in all purity of love. 

L One, two, three, silent night, holy night all is calm, all is bright, round yon
virgin Mother and Child. Holy infant so tender and mild. Sleep in heavenly
peace. Sleep in heavenly peace {singing}

D Let me wave now, can we confirm Leslie is a real good singer.

P She's lovely.

D Let's confirm that. Shaky like a hamster, so that's a first, I've heard of shaky
like a willow.

[00:37:20]

P I think we got nothing else to bring people.

D I just don't like the way that sprays we have a podcast that brings value to
people and we've just done it.

S It's a big deal, you're giving birth, we're giving birth to Christmas, we're not
allowed to talk about anything. 

P But can I just tell you a little thing. I just had this revelation the other day. It
felt like God say, and I'm not like some... 
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S Yes, you're.

P I want to be a real kind of super spirit. I don't want to be the kind of super spirit
that says God said, He didn't say. Like God said, change your bedspread to
purple instead of pink. I don't want to be one of those guys, but I want to be the
one that God speaks to because I'm listening. And I kind of felt like like the Lord
say, are you going to open the presents this year? And it was like not the
presents, the material things, but what I came to bring, what my birth meant,
what kind of gift this was to the world. It was his redemption, it was his
unconditional love. 

[00:38:19]

S It was his lifting us out of the mud and the mire, so I don't have to walk every
day with my moods controlling me or my emotions controlling me or my
circumstances controlling me. 

S Am I going to really open the gift of His life and His light, His word in my life,
but am I going to keep them opened? Keep it open and I am I going to unwrap
it every day of the year and keep unwrapping the gift because it's a continual
gift and the gift just gets bigger and more amazing. It's like the onion layers. 

S Am I going to, you know how Mum used to do on some of our baby showers, each
present, it was one present at the bottom kind of thing, but there was a little
present and it had layers, wrapping papers, wrapping papers and wrapping
papers, it was all layered. Am I going to keep opening up that new layer, that
new layer? 

P And I think that's true because, we've been given the gift and I think about His
peace, and I think He says my peace. That's the scripture. I mean, Christ, He's
the prince of peace. But He said it, is like my peace I give to you, but we've got
to open it up. I sat there yesterday and I was full of worry about this and that
and this and that.

 
P And then I just realized, hold on didn't he give me the gift of peace. He said, cast

all my cares... Cast all your cares upon me for I care for you, but we have to do
it. We have to open up the piece because in our physical lives and in our... Our
flesh doesn't want to. 

[00:39:45]
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P Our flesh doesn't necessarily by itself, it doesn't have the peace. But he's like my
peace I give to you. It's a beautiful gift. And like you said, Serene and we have
to open it. And so then I was like, you said, hold on, God, you said cast my cares
upon you. Okay, I do. I cast my cares upon you, give me peace. Just let me rest
in it. It was all I had to do, it was open the gate, but it comes to us. 

S It's us, it's our choice to open it and not just appreciate the gift. Like somebody
gives a child a pair of roller skates, oh, beautiful roller skates. I appreciate it.
And put it in the back closet and just there they sit, they love them, but they
don't really want to use them. It's just we have to actually walk in His peace and
choose to. It's actually a responsibility on our part.

P It is.

D When you say walk in His peace, I'm a broken record I'll admit it, but I think
that goes back to belief. I mean, do you believe that you have peace? We can tell
by the output of your life. And that's kind of an indicator I think of where your
heart's at sometimes is listen to your body. Do you feel peace and soundness of
mind and happiness, or do you feel depressed and stressed and negative? I think
those negative indicators are not meant to be locked in and define, okay I am
unhappy in this part of my life or that. Or I'm stressed out in this part or that.
It's just an indicator of what you need to focus on and deal with and move
through. So, I think especially around holidays people seem to get either
extremely emotionally happy, Serene Christmas Campbell. More people get
extremely emotionally sad.

P Yes and sometimes it's a very, very tough time.

D It's a difficult time every year.

P Difficult time, they've had loved ones die at this time.

D Absolutely, I mean, yes. Chances are somebody you were very close to could die
on Christmas Eve. There's people listening who would probably say, my gosh,
my Dad passed away on Christmas Eve. Or something like that.

S In this world and in this earth, nobody can get over that with just our own
strength. We can't, it's too big. It's too tragic. But that's why He says, you'll go
through tribulations, but be of good cheer. I've overcome the world. We can only
get the paradigm of victory; we can only get the paradigm of peace through His
Word. We can receive this Christmas no matter what tragedies, no matter what
turmoil, no matter what chaos is going on in our lives right now or has gone in
our lives in the past. We can through Him receive the overcomingness of that
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and received the overcoming nature, and actually walk in happiness and walk
in light. I love... 

[00:42:45]

S I was reading in Luke a few weeks ago and it's talking just about somebody
came and said, blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts which nursed
you. I'm talking about Mary. And he said...

P Jesus said?

S Yes, Jesus said. This is red letter. More than that, blessed are those who hear
the word of God and keep it. So, there's no more bigger blessing. Can we think
of my children are my biggest blessings, but this is Mary, the savior of the
world. The person's saying, blessed, blessed, blessed is she. And God's saying,
no, no, no, no. Blessed are you who keep my word, who hear it and keep it. So
it's a gift. His Word is a gift. 

S That's why he came, people. It's His word, He is the word. The word became
flesh. It's the Word that came, blesses us who opens it, receives it and keeps it.
Let's not miscarry the word this season. Let's keep it. We can keep that and we
can let it grow inside of us, even if we have gone through tragedy and turmoil.
I just pray right now for those who are listening, who have gone through tragedy
and through turmoil, and this season is bringing and drumming up all these
memories. 

[00:43:58]

S I pray in the mighty name of Jesus that they will receive that only come from
God. His perfect peace that passes all understanding, and we don't have to wrap.
This is what I've been telling myself sometimes when I get these fearful
thoughts, I've got this new line I say, I don't negotiate with terrorists, I say that
to my brain.

P I like that.

S I say, no negotiating with terrorists. They've come to terrorize my brain. I'm not
even going to sit on the table and say, well  I'm not going to do that. I'm not
going to think that and when this fearful thought comes I'm going to do that. I'm
having a cup of tea with a terrorist and telling him my plan and then he'll go
back and we'll make this go. No, I'm not going to negotiate. So anyway, my point
being is that He can come and we can receive this paradigm through him. And
I told my brain, brain, you don't have to lock everything up in neat boxes
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anymore because your mind is not created for that.

D That's good.

S Your mind is just to receive the gift of perfect peace. It's a place to put the
perfect peace It's not a place to organize it in neatness, because it's not going to
happen. We weren't designed for that. We were designed to receive the gift.

D That's epic.

[00:45:00]

P Wow, Serene

D Epic

P We were designed to receive the gift. We need to...

S My brain because of my brain and your daughter Meadow is a lot the same,
we're very introspective. And I try and work things and make it all pretty in
little neat packages and make it all work out. I actually almost drove myself to
insanity that way. I really did. No one really knows, but I actually went
through. I would think so much about things. I would end up saying, duck, duck,
goose, goose like I didn't know. I thought so deeply, it became ridiculous to the
point where I read and God said you weren't designed for that. Your mind was
not created for neat packages it was created for creativity and created to receive
my peace. So, when you're working out issues, say, no, I receive the gift of
perfect peace.

D You said the brain was made to receive the gift of perfect peace. It reminded me
of a couple podcasts ago. We talked with Josh, the founder of LabCanna. He
talked about the endocannabinoid system in the body right like what science
just discovered. It's like the biggest part of our body systems. That is designed
to bring homeostasis or balance in all of our bodies. I just thought about how it's
true. There is an intelligent design to our systems. Just like maybe we have
cannabinoid receptors that should be nurtured, we also have these divine
receptors...

P Yes, we do.

D That needs to be nurtured. And I think one of the downfalls of the attempt of
modern society to reason everything and put everything on paper, is to ignore
the deep needs of mankind. That's what I love about what you're saying, is we
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have this system. It's like, well, why is the endocannabinoid system exist and
why do we have to nurture it?  Why can't we just not need these things from the
earth? I mean, why can we just not need to eat food? How come we just don't
need water?

P We have basic needs. Like Serene said, our basic need is to accept His peace
because if we don't, we go crazy. By the way though, this is interesting. I just
came back from a little vacay with my husband. We wanted to get it out of the
way before Christmas rather than after. We were in one of the Virgin Islands.
We were taking this little tour up the top...

D No, we don't want to hear about it. We've been here suffering in the cold, wet
Tennessee land.

[00:47:24]

P I know.

D Okay, go ahead.

P Oh my goodness, this is so interesting. And I smelled the smell and I was like,
oh my goodness, what is it? It smells honey. Do you smell it? It smells like
marijuana. But it wasn't a smoke smell. It was the weed smell. Everyone looked
around, they're like, you smell that? You smell that? Then the tour guide at the
top said, yes, that's wild hemp. So, isn't that interesting. It was still growing on
that island wildly. Of course, they've knocked it out here in the US. That's why
our endocannabinoid system is in trouble...

S Right, the cows could have foraged on that.

P Yes, the cows could have foraged. Then we went to another island, we smelled
the same thing, it's still there. And that's the...

S How interesting

P Way it used to be here in the USA, but they knocked it out. And that's why our
endocannabinoid systems are in disrepair, and that's why we need...

[00:48:05]

D Yes, balance. We need the balance.

P We need the hemp, we need the balance.
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S We do. 

P Isn't that interesting, though I could wait to come home and tell you that Serene.

S So interesting, so interesting.

P It smell like a little bit of... Like a skunk, but in a nicer way. But that's what it
smells like.

D Like puppy breath

P Yes. 

S But it's so true though, back to the peace thing. Maybe we can get a little bit of
peace by working things out and wrapping things up neat. A lot of people have
lives where they can't wrap-up neat. You can hear the skunk.

S That's why the Bible says, you will have tribulation. But perfect peace is what
He brings. And guess what?

P You have to wrap it up.

S I love it. It's like He passes all understanding. 

[00:48:41]

S We cannot work it out, people. If we want perfect peace, it's not the peace that
you get from working it out. It's the peace by saying, no; I'm going to just
receive. I'm going to quit that working out stuff. Like making, why did that
happen, and what about this in the future, and what this and what? If tomorrow
I start thinking that in the afternoon, well then, that stressful thought will come
out. Then I'll do this and then... It just all, no, you're just going to receive it.

P It's an amazing here, that's why we celebrate this day. It doesn't matter if it's
the right day, it doesn't matter anything, but He is the word and the word
became flesh and then the word dwelt among us and came to save the world. So,
have the most amazing Christmas everybody. We will see you back here before
the New Year. I don't know whether around the New Year. We'll have to have
a New Year pod.

D Fabulous for sure

S Come on.
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D It a couple days after Christmas till we'll talk again.

[00:49:33]

S December 26, we're coming back the day after. Are we?

D Yes, the day after Christmas

S No, we can't. Not the day after, people. Let's have a thought about this.
 
P We'll have to record one. You won't be back here that day though. 

S Okay, thank you.

P Serene Christmas can't handle that. She thought we had to be back in this
podcast.

S It's right, Serene Christmas out.

P Slugging it out the day after Christmas, okay, see you everybody.

D See you later.

[00:50:10]
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